
n air of mystely srurounds the

question, "What is human

science?" A simple answer

would deny the complexity of the

subject. My response, however,

provides a working definition of

human science as well as communi-

cates the importance of this vital

research field.

The popular definition of human

science sets it apart from the

application of natural science to the

study of human phenomena. The

approach I prefer goes beyond this

polarization in orderto view human

science as a field of study that seeks

deeper understanding not only of

the maladies of humankind, butalso

the relevance of those findings for

present and future generations.

Myapproach to science is gener-

ic, meaning that I don't favor one

form of scientific investigation over

another. Nevertheless, since my

proflessional work concerns human

beings, I term my studies as human

science. As the forms of science

differ, or perhaps more accuratelY,

advance, so dothe forms of method.

As aresearch methodologist, I concentrate my

work on those research methods which

scientists use to study human phenomena.

I term such manifestations of inquiry

human science research methods. But in the

passion of the pursuit, a researcher must

not ignore the historical origins of and

contributions to methods. He or she must

build upon and improve them.

Forme, scientific investigation conveys the

idea of discipline. It is first a process, and

second a result. The process is exploration by
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means of strict mles and procedures.

The result is discovery. The process

is a way of knowing, and the

outcome, some florm of knowledge

(in this case, about human beings).

Recently, scientists have come to

understand the scientific process as

more creative than PreviouslY

assumed. C-onsequently, some forms

of science involve more creativity

and innovation than discovery.

Today, knowledge has a more

temporary, transitory qualiqr, as

scientists create more useful

manifestations of the knowledge they

gain. Scientists periodically revise

what they learn in order to reflect

their understanding of what it means

to be human.

In traditional forms of science,

such as the natural sciences, it was

once assumed that the scientist, a

I skilled observer standing somewhat

aloof from what is studied, need only

apply the proper methodologr to

reveal the workings of Nature. The

s perception was that knowledge lay

dormant until a clever scientist

uncovered it. Objectivity is a salient

example of one historical assumption which

influenced the scientist's attitude toward and

conduct of inquiry.

In the lastcentu5r, itwas recognizedthatthe

knowledge of the scientist is both public and

personal, both socially-based constructions

confined by the limits of the scientist's

world view. One interpretation of human

phenomena may not represent those of other

scientists or even general laws ofNature. Only

active scientific reflection that includes

interaction with the phenomenon studied
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and participation in an ongoing

dialogue and critique of findings

invites new methods of discovery

and innovation.

Scientists devote much time in

the process of discovery and

creation to both the phenomenabe-

ing studied and their methodoloS'.

They invent, refine, and imProve

their technologies, techniques, and

means of inquiry in their pursuit of

knowledge about human beings.

There is an important and reciPro-

cal relationship between what we

know and the science we emPloY.

For example, technoloSr leads to

advances in scientific knowledge

and vice versa.

Each form of science serves

somewhat difflerent interests among

scientists. And each form limits what
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of human phenomena. Neither is

more important than the other. Each

provides a different perspective to

come to know the phenomenon.

A third arena emerged in the

middle of this century, wherebY

the main aim of the scientist became

the amelioration of human

conditions. This form of inquiryhas

become known interchangeablY as

criticaVsocial action science, social

intervention, or ParticiPatory

action research. Its methods of

conducting science often clash with

those of the first and second areruN.

There is no agreement among

scientists as to what constitutes

scientific interests, scientific method,

or scientific knowledge. The very

foundation of science has been

challenged in regard to those
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we can come to knowabouteachother. Thoughthe usual outcome

of participation in debates about legitimate forms of science is to

favor one position over another, I believe that there needs to

be more recognition among scientists that multiple vvorld

views are relevant and that our methodolos/ can always

stand improvement.

There appear to be three arenas of inquiry that serve to

isolate scientists from each other, when in fact they can be used

more collectively for a thorough understanding of the human

condition. The natural science world view, which I will call

Arena 1, appears to involve the discovery and formulation of

knowledge which promotes public and consensually supported

explanations of human phenomena The humanistic worldview,

, which is Arena 2, appears to emphasize the personal

understandings of the scientists and research participants

engaged in the inqulry Whereas the first arena is best known

lbr its observation of and experimentation with human beings,

the second is best exemplified by hermeneutics and phenome-

nolog, when applied in forms of disciplined inquiry to the study

assumptions. Is it possible that knowledge can represent

explanation, understanding, and amelioration? fue the means

that scientists use to fulfill these interests legitimate forms of

scientific method? These questions represent controversial

issues in science.

It is interesting to me to see the fruitfulness of attempts to

meet the interests associated with one arena by means of

methods historically affiliatd with another. To those who raise

objections to paradigmatic cross-breeding, I think the evidence

is that these daring ventures have encouraged rather than

impeded advances in human science methodologr'

I amproudto saythat Saybrook is oneoftheplaceswhereolg

can see innovative transdisciplinary research. Such innovation

also helps scientists discover the rnethodological concepts and

principles that are isomorphic across the human sciences,

providing a generic and stable basis flor human science-Thanks

to these scientists wi[ing to risk nonconformiqr m paradigmatic

boundaries, while insisting upon ,ig* in their methodologr,
l

people interested in studying human phenomena today have

1o The SarJbrook PersPectiue
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more viable choices and guidance

for their inquiries than ever before

in the history of science.

It is most advantageous for

me to work with the three arenas

mentioned above because I think

they are not contradictory or

oppositional. On the contraqy, they

have an important complementary

relationship. I am currently

witness to manyscientists in Europe

and the United States who are

s<ploringthe uses of human science

research methodologr. I can

provide two examples. Naturalistic

observation (a t;pe of methodolo-

g, within arena 1), non-participant

observation (arena 2), and

participant observation (arena 5)

may be combined to construct an

observation methodolory, which is

often the case in ethnographic re-

science appear to be a natural pro-

gression in the history of Western

science arising from Western

European civilization. While

advances continue to be made in each

arena of methodology, I think

the commonality of the human

experience compels the evolution of

a more generic, yet multi-dimensional

approach to human science. This

realization is leading researchers to

attempt more complex methodolo-

gies and more ambitious research

projects that cross paradigmatic

boundaries. We need all kinds of

human scientists to study our

complex problems. Consequently,

the emergent human science mustbe

more s;rstemic and transdisciplinary

in nature, without denying or

minimizing the importance of the

philosophical and research traditions
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While advances

continue to be made in

each arena of methodology,

I think the commonality

of the human experience

compels the evolution

of a more generic,

yet multi-dimensional

aPProach to human science.

search in anthropolog, and sociolo5r. In organization/

industrial psycholog, and management science, a social action

research project may involve a survey instrument (arena 1),

followed by research interviewing (arena 2), and finishing with

focus group discussions (arena 5), from which the researcher

seeks convergence of findings in order to make recommenda-

tions to improve the institution.

In sum, I believe that the three arenls demonstrate the varied

interests among scientists, the array of methods now available

for studying human phenomena, and a distinct set of purPoses

which the scientist must prioritize when engaging in human

science. Arenas of inquig, and their affiliated methods reveal

the more timely manifestations of h.uman science - perhaps

more aptly described as a meta science - emerging at the end of

this century. The arenas reflect the unde.lyrg beliefs and

assumptions that influence the conduct of inquiry. I expect more

arerurs to emerge in the coming decades.

Advances in human science and our higher expectations of

that contribute to it. Both the specialized and generic emphases

must be advanced and integrated in their application to the

scientific study of human nature.

Our challenge as human research scientists is to point the

wayto fruitful combinations of methods from these three areru$

which can furtherthe multiple interests of thosewho depend on

the human sciences to address the human predicament.I
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